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A Message from Our Co-Chairs

I

t gives us great pleasure to share with you our fourth annual diversity report.
Diversity and inclusion principles are core components of Sullivan & Cromwell’s
culture. We are wholly committed to fostering a work environment that recognizes

and values the unique abilities and perspectives of every individual.
Our longstanding Diversity Committee is reflective of our commitment to diversity and
inclusion throughout every level of our Firm. Members of the Committee include the
Firm’s senior chairman, practice group managing partners, hiring partners, associate
development partners, and members of our associate affinity networks and Women’s
David H. Braff

Initiative Committee.
In 2006, we established a full-time Diversity Management Department, which is charged
with helping our Diversity Committee: (i) maintain our culture of inclusion; (ii) assist in
the development of Firm-wide goals, programs and initiatives regarding the recruitment,
professional development, retention and advancement of lawyers from underrepresented
groups; (iii) implement appropriate training programs that encourage dialogue and
raise awareness; (iv) coordinate our ongoing patronage of numerous diversity-related
organizations; and (v) evaluate the Firm’s progress in achieving our goals and the success
of our initiatives.
Through our work, our goal remains to train and develop all our lawyers into trusted,

Tracy Richelle High

effective and creative counselors who collaborate with each other, and our clients, to find
sophisticated and creative solutions to our clients’ complex legal issues. The following
pages illustrate our diversity and inclusion initiatives in 2015. We remain deeply
committed to ensuring that our diversity and inclusion efforts remain a critical focus
for the Firm, and we welcome your feedback on our initiatives.

David H. Braff
Co-Chair, Diversity Committee

Tracy Richelle High
Co-Chair, Diversity Committee
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Partner Profile
You have extensive experience in mergers and acquisitions, having
represented parties on complex cross-border deals, public takeovers,
privatizations, private sales and purchases, consortium bids and
private equity investments and exits. You are also the managing
partner of S&C’s Beijing office. What are your responsibilities in
that position?
I have two key roles at S&C—build and develop our Hong Kong law
practice and contribute to the continuing development of our China offices.
S&C’s practice of Hong Kong law began five years ago when Kay Ian Ng and
I joined the Firm. So since day one, I’ve had the opportunity to be part of
building a new practice, which is unusual for a new partner. I am grateful
for the experience; it has been exciting and fun. We have now developed
quite a respectable track record of Hong Kong law-related transactions and
I am especially proud of the talent that we have in our China offices. I have
been closely involved in recruiting and developing talent, managing our
trainee program in Hong Kong and Beijing, and identifying local talent at
an early stage and establishing a regular training program for our associates
and legal assistants.

Gwen Wong
Gwen Wong joined S&C’s
Beijing office as a partner
in 2011. She advises on a
wide variety of corporate
finance transactions in
the Greater China region,
including securities offerings
(representing issuers and
underwriters in IPOs and
follow-on offerings) and
corporate governance
and compliance.
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What diversity-related challenges does S&C’s Beijing office face?
On gender
Having spent more than five years in China, I do believe that in the legal
profession in Beijing and Hong Kong there is gender equality. We look
beyond gender in considering the people that we recruit, allocate to
a transaction and promote. In the Beijing office, three-quarters of
our associates are women. In China, we have two female partners out
of a total of five.
On cultural background
China is a very diverse place and comes with many different cultures. In the
Beijing office, we have associates and legal assistants from Beijing, Shanghai,
Jiangsu, Zhejiang, North Eastern China, Chongqing, and Guangdong,
among others. Each of these provinces has its unique culture, cuisine and
even dialect. In terms of further improvements in cultural diversity, I am
hoping that we can expand beyond Mainland China and add to our team
talent from other Greater China and Asian regions and overseas countries.
We look to the Hong Kong office as a good example of a culturally diverse
team with associates and legal assistants from various provinces in China,
Taiwan, Hong Kong, Australia, Korea, Canada and the United States.

Why is diversity important to you, personally?

“With a culturally

Diversity makes us interesting and keeps us open-minded. I believe that
by interacting with people from different backgrounds and by respecting
and valuing these differences, we become better at what we do. As lawyers,
we provide client services. With a culturally diverse office, I believe that
we can better meet the different needs of our clients, better manage our
clients’ expectations, and better articulate and present our legal positions,
the combination of which enables us to come up with the best solutions for
our clients.

I believe that we

At S&C, we value diversity because we know that it makes us better lawyers.
We want to know more about those that walk through our doors and learn
how their background, culture and different experiences make them great
lawyers who will contribute to the Firm’s development.

of our clients,

How do you foresee S&C’s work in Asia expanding in 2016?
In 2016, our objective is to continue developing and expanding our
Hong Kong law capabilities and our China practice. I hope to attract more
talent to our Beijing and Hong Kong teams, which is important to our
steady and sustainable growth. I also hope to collaborate more with our
colleagues in the Asia-Pacific region. In December of last year, S&C held an
Asia-Pacific symposium in Hong Kong, which was a great opportunity for
all our partners and associates from China, Tokyo and Australia to catch up
and collaborate on various discussion panels.
2016 will be a challenging year in light of the economic uncertainties and
the global and regional tensions, but we are hopeful. The Chinese market
is big and ever-changing, which brings with it exciting opportunities. As the
Chinese economy transforms, new and interesting opportunities in sectors
such as financial institutions, e-commerce, agriculture, healthcare and elder
care become available, and we have gained new clients from these sectors.
Our long-term relationships with large corporations, both state-owned and
private, as well as investment banking clients, will continue to provide us
with good leverage to take advantage of these opportunities. 

diverse office,

can better meet
the different needs

better manage our
clients’ expectations,
and better articulate
and present our
legal positions,
the combination
of which enables us
to come up with
the best solutions
for our clients.”
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Partner Profile
Tell us a little about yourself, your background, and your role at S&C.
I grew up in Athens, by the sea, doing a lot of sailing. I studied law at Athens
University, and then did my Athens bar internship in a shipping law firm and
my mandatory military service in the Hellenic Navy. I went off to Columbia Law
School for an LL.M., and then joined S&C in late 1993. I don’t know if it is because
the Greeks are one of the great seafaring and diaspora nations, so maybe it’s in my
blood, but I have always been attracted to international and cross-border work.
I have been very fortunate to have plenty of that throughout my career at S&C.
In fact, my first assignment at the Firm started in Mexico City.

Nikolaos G. Andronikos
A partner since 2002,
Nikolaos Andronikos has
broad-based experience
advising on a wide range
of international corporate
and finance transactions
in Europe, Latin America,
Asia and Africa. Raised in
Greece and currently located
in London, Nik has also
worked in S&C’s New York
and Paris offices.
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Since then, I have worked on a number of transactions in, or with clients or
parties from, many countries on all continents. These transactions were extremely
interesting and exciting, sometimes the first of their kind in the relevant country
or region. I am spoiled! It is very hard to single out my favorite one. Very early in
my career I was assigned to work on an innovative project financing in Colombia
and, later, on another one in Ecuador. These transactions took up a number of
years of my life at S&C, and resulted in the creation of companies with which I am
still in touch. More recently, in the midst of the Greek crisis, I helped redomicile
the largest Greek-listed company into Switzerland and re-list it in London. Over
the years, I have also been involved in a number of M&A, privatization, securities,
restructuring and other transactions. The diversity of these matters, not only
geographically but also in terms of the practice areas, has been a welcome challenge
and one of the most interesting and rewarding aspects of my career at the Firm.

In your career, you’ve worked in three of S&C’s 12 offices. What inspired
your moves? How do the offices compare?
I have always been attracted to the diverse professional challenges and
opportunities that the Firm offers. The variety of projects and of working
environments within the Firm have been a constant stimulus for my practice.
As a mid-level associate, I was eager to add to my experience by spending time
in an office outside New York. The Paris office was small, bilingual and at least
bicultural, and it was involved in exciting transactions in France and elsewhere
in Europe. Also, my school French was getting rusty. So why not move to Paris?
After a couple of years, I returned to New York and reengaged in our Latin America
and project finance practice. I rejoined our Paris office when the Firm was launching
its successful French law initiative, a new and exciting challenge. For the next few
years, I participated in its transformation into a mainly French-driven practice.
When the financial crisis struck, I moved to London and became involved, first, in
capital raising by financial institutions, then in asset disposals and other M&A and
private equity transactions, which have formed the bulk of my practice since.
The Firm is a living organism, as is each one of its offices. It is remarkable how
they have evolved since I was a young associate. The growth of our English and
French law practices has been impressive and the mix of New York and English
and French-law trained lawyers has shifted dramatically in our London and Paris
offices. The diverse pool of talented lawyers in our European offices and the close
cooperation among them is a fountain of innovative ideas and a very stimulating
environment to practice in.

You’ve been an active member of the Firm’s Diversity Committee for
some time. What are some of the diversity challenges the European offices
face? What initiatives are you excited about for 2016?
By nature, our European offices are very diverse. They employ both U.S.—
particularly New York-trained—and locally trained lawyers, many of whom are
from very different backgrounds. Due to their size, there are no large affinity
networks, which is an important distinguishing feature from the much larger
New York office.
As a more senior member of the Diversity Committee in London, my primary
goal has been to provide guidance to, and empower and encourage the initiatives
of, its members, particularly our younger lawyers, who are extremely driven and
devoted to the work of the committee. An additional objective has been to facilitate
sponsorship of initiatives that attract a broader audience, not only from specific
affinity networks, but across the entire office.
Our efforts in London have been focused on issues of “social mobility” and
“social inclusion”, as well as gender equality, LGBT and origin-related issues.
In particular, we try to help make the legal profession more accessible to young
individuals from less privileged or less favored socio-economic backgrounds. The
programs that our lawyers participate in or sponsor are quite varied, yet often
involve reaching out to schools and universities and talking to young children
and students about the law and what being a lawyer is about. They also involve
hosting events with young law students from underprivileged backgrounds with
the goal to help facilitate their career development, and help them identify and
pursue the professional opportunities that are open to them. In addition to the
Diversity Committee members, several of our London lawyers of all seniorities
very generously contribute their time and effort to make such initiatives a success.
An example to the point was the Aspiring Solicitors’ panel and lunch that the
Firm co-sponsored with Bank of America Merrill Lynch last summer. This was
an inspiring and, I think, very well received event. Aspiring Solicitors is an
organization that works to increase diversity in the legal profession by providing
free access, opportunity and assistance to aspiring solicitors, with a focus on
individuals from backgrounds that are underrepresented in the profession.
Around that same time, S&C hosted a reception for members of Out of America,
a network of LGBT lawyers at U.S. law firms that have offices in London.

“I have always been
attracted to the
diverse professional
challenges and
opportunities that
the Firm offers.
The variety of projects
and of working
environments within
the Firm have been
a constant stimulus
for my practice.”

For several years, the London lawyers have participated in the Citizenship
Foundation’s Lawyers in Schools program, attending London state schools and
moderating discussions among pupils designed to enhance their understanding
of the law and their rights as children and young people. More recently, we also
became sponsors of the City Solicitor’s Horizons program, the social mobility
initiative being set up by the City of London Law Society, and we’re also working
to prepare panel events with Urban Lawyers, an organization with a similar aim.
I’m eager and intrigued to discover what additional programs and initiatives we
will establish or support in 2016. The London Diversity Committee members
I have the pleasure to be working with are full of energy and ideas about what
we should be doing, and it is extremely gratifying to be able to help them bring
some of those ideas to fruition. 
© Copyright 2016 Sulliva n & Crom w e ll LLP
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Asian Associates Network
AAN’s Mission

T

he Asian Associates Network (AAN) facilitates the professional development and
advancement of Asian lawyers at the Firm. AAN provides its members with a candid forum,
within which they can meet other lawyers of East Asian, Pacific Island, Southeast Asian,

South Asian and Asian-American backgrounds. AAN members also organize mentoring, networking
and educational activities and participate in the recruitment of law students to the Firm. In addition,
AAN promotes and encourages diversity in coordination with other affinity groups at S&C. AAN
also maintains a two-to-one mentor program, matching two more senior members of the group
with each new associate who joins in the fall. 

Veronica Ip and Pavan Surapaneni, AAN Co-Chairs

Statistics:
The Firm’s Asian lawyers
include worldwide:
• 10 partners
• 4 special counsel
• 112 associates
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OU R Pa rt ne RS
 Izumi Akai co-heads the Firm’s Tokyo office.
 Robert Chu heads the Firm’s Australia practice,
co-heads the Melbourne and Sydney offices and
is a member of the Diversity Committee.

 Keiji Hatano co-heads the Firm’s Tokyo office.
 Kay Ian Ng heads the Firm’s Hong Kong Law practice
and co-heads the Corporate Finance – Securities
practice.

 Krishna Veeraraghavan co-heads the Firm’s

Technology, Finance and Mergers & Acquisitions
and Private Equity practices, and is a member
of the Diversity Committee.

Recognitions:
Notable 2015 partner achievements include:
• Kay Ian Ng —Law360 MVP: Capital Markets
• Krishna Veeraraghavan —American Lawyer
Dealmaker of the Week; Law 360
MVP: Life Sciences; Law360 Rising Star:
M&A; AmLaw Transatlantic Rising Star;
New York Law Journal Rising Star

 Chun Wei heads the Firm’s Asia practice and

• Davis Wang —Law360 Rising Star: Tax

 Gwen Wong heads the Firm’s Beijing office and

• Gwen Wong —Law360 Rising Star:
Capital Markets

the Hong Kong office, and is a member of the
Diversity Committee.
co-heads the Melbourne and Sydney offices.

“AAN provides an opportunity to meet
SPO N SORSH IPS a n d C O M M U NITY

and learn from other lawyers at the Firm

The Firm sponsors, and our attorneys participate in,
programs hosted by many professional organizations
dedicated to the Asian and Asian American
community, including:

with shared backgrounds and interests.

 Asian American Bar Association of New York

more general issues related to the practice

(AABANY)

 Asian American Legal Defense and Education
Fund (AALDEF)

 Korean American Lawyers Association of
Greater New York (KALAGNY)

Meetings allow discussions of issues that
may be unique to the Network, as well as
of law. The two-to-one mentoring program
encourages members to engage with each
other across levels and practice groups.”
– Mid-level associate, Litigation

 Hong Kong Gay and Lesbian Attorneys
Network (HKGALA)

 National Queer Asian Pacific Islander Alliance
(NQAPIA)

 South Asian Bar Association of New York
(SABANY)

For all of S&C’s
2015 AAN events,
please see page 14
© Cop yrigh t 2016 Sulliva n & Crom w e ll LLP
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LGBT Network
LGBT Network’s Mission

S

&C has a long tradition of supporting its LGBT personnel, and of serving the LGBT
community through pro bono legal representations and other contributions to LGBT causes.
The Firm is proud of, and values, this ongoing commitment to promoting equality and

rewarding merit without regard to sexual orientation or gender identification.
The Firm’s LGBT Network was organized in order to further the Firm’s commitment to the LGBT

community as a whole, provide a nurturing social and professional community for LGBT individuals
within the Firm and enhance the inclusive environment of the Firm overall. The LGBT Network
facilitates S&C’s involvement in LGBT pro bono work, supports recruitment of LGBT personnel
and organizes professional, social and educational events. 

Adam Sofen and Kate Doniger, LGBT Network Co-Chairs

Statistics:
The Firm’s LGBT lawyers
include worldwide:
• 10 partners
• 3 special counsel
• 24 associates
S&C has one of the highest
percentages of LGBT
partners among large
New York City law firms.
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OU R PA RTNERS
 David Braff is a member of the Firm’s Management
Committee and co-chairs the Diversity Committee.

 Mitch Eitel is a General Practice managing partner

and managing partner of the Firm’s Financial Services
Group.

 Steven Holley co-heads the Firm’s Antitrust practice
and Bankruptcy practice (Litigation).

Recognitions:
Notable 2015 partner achievements include:
• Don Crawshaw —Best Lawyers in America
Lawyer of the Year: Mutual Funds

 David Rockwell heads the Firm’s European Capital

• Mitch Eitel —Best Lawyers in America Lawyer
of the Year: Financial Services Regulation

 Rick Wertheim co-heads the Firm’s Broker-Dealer

• Davis Wang—Law360 Rising Star: Tax

Markets practice.

Regulation practice and is a member of the Diversity
Committee.

pro bo n o H IG H L I G H T S
2015 marked the 26th year that S&C lawyers have
hosted a bi-weekly legal clinic at New York-Presbyterian
Hospital’s Center for Special Studies and its Gay Men’s
Health Crisis satellite location to provide estate
planning services to impoverished individuals living
with AIDS and HIV. Since 1989, lawyers at the Firm
have dedicated more than 14,500 hours to the project.

“I really look forward to LGBT Network
events. I like the people, the settings and
the lightheartedness. The network is a
community in which I feel comfortable

SPO N SORSH IPS a n d C O M M U NITY

because it’s full of all sorts of smart, funny,

The Firm sponsors, and our attorneys participate in,
programs hosted by many professional organizations
dedicated to the LGBT community, including:

and most importantly, genuine people.”
– Junior associate, General Practice

 Hong Kong Gay and Lesbian Attorneys Network
(HKGALA)

 Human Rights Campaign
 Lambda Legal
 LeGaL—The LGBT Bar Association of Greater New York
 National LGBT Bar Association Lavender Law
Conference and Career Fair

 National Queer Asian Pacific Islander Alliance (NQAPIA)
 Services & Advocacy for GLBT Elders (SAGE)
 Transgender Legal Defense & Education Fund
 The Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual & Transgender Community
Center (The Center)

For all of S&C’s
2015 LGBT events,
please see page 14
© Cop yrigh t 2016 Sulliva n & Crom w e ll LLP
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Network of Black
& Latino Lawyers
NOBLL’s Mission

O

ur Network of Black & Latino Lawyers (NOBLL) is designed to provide its members with
the resources and opportunities that will help them fulfill their development goals while at

the Firm. NOBLL members focus on professional, personal and community development,

as well as assisting with student outreach. NOBLL maintains a one-to-one mentoring program,
matching more senior members of the network with new associates joining the network each fall, and
an associate-led speaker series covering substantive practice and professional development issues. 

Rudy Kleysteuber, NOBLL Chair

Statistics:
The Firm’s Black and
Latino lawyers include
worldwide:
• 9 partners
• 1 special counsel
• 38 associates
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OU R PA RTNERS
 Sergio Galvis heads the Firm’s Latin America practice,

Recognitions:

co-heads the Firm’s Sovereign Issuers practice, chairs
the Firm’s Recruiting Committee and is a member of
the Management Committee.

Notable 2015 partner achievements include:

 Tracy Richelle High is deputy managing partner of the

• Werner Ahlers —Law360 Rising Star: M&A

Firm’s Litigation Group, co-heads the Firm’s Labor and
Employment practice, co-chairs both the Diversity
Committee and Women’s Initiative Committee and
is also a member of the Managing Partners Committee.

 Inosi Nyatta co-heads the Firm’s Africa practice and
is a member of the Diversity Committee.

• Tracy Richelle High —New York State
Bar Association Diversity Trailblazer Award
• Sergio Galvis —Latin Lawyer International
Lawyer of the Year

 Juan Rodriguez heads the Firm’s European Union
practice.

 Marc Trevino is managing partner of the Firm’s

Executive Compensation & Benefits practice and
co-heads the Corporate Governance practice.

“In addition to providing me with opportunities to meaningfully contribute to and
participate in S&C’s diversity initiatives,
NOBLL has been tremendously helpful
SPO N SORSH IPS a n d C O M M U NITY
The Firm sponsors, and our attorneys participate in,
programs hosted by many professional organizations
dedicated to the Black and Hispanic community,
including:

in my day-to-day work. I’ve reached out to
NOBLL members about everything from
finding precedent discovery documents
and briefs to best practices for case management. It is a welcoming and supportive

 Association of Black Women Attorneys (ABWA)

community—one that helps its members

 LatinoJustice PRLDEF

become even better attorneys than they

 Metropolitan Black Bar Association (MBBA)

already are.”

 NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund
(NAACP LDF)

– Mid-level associate, Litigation

 Practicing Attorneys for Law Students
Program, Inc. (PALS)

For all of S&C’s
2015 NOBLL events,
please see pages 14-15
© Cop yrigh t 2016 Sulliva n & Crom w e ll LLP
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Women’s Initiative Committee
WIC’s Mission

T

he Women’s Initiative Committee (WIC) works to enhance the experience of women in practice
at the Firm by focusing on the retention and advancement of our women lawyers and by fostering
informal networking and mentoring opportunities. The WIC hosts a wide range of internal

programs, external events and sponsorships that are designed to ensure that the Firm’s women lawyers
have access to a variety of professional development opportunities. Each year, the WIC sponsors bar
association and other professional organization events, brings in speakers of the highest caliber, co-hosts
events with clients and holds periodic receptions and events at partners’ homes to further its mission.
The WIC also sponsors the Women@S&C Lunch Program, a series of monthly, informal, small group

lunches among the Firm’s women partners, special counsel and associates. These lunches provide a
casual setting for our women lawyers to share perspectives and learn from one another’s experiences. 

Camille Orme and Tracy Richelle High, WIC Co-Chairs

Statistics:
The Firm’s women lawyers
include worldwide:
• 32 partners
• 1 European counsel
• 2 of counsel
• 15 special counsel
• 216 associates
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OU R pa rt ners
 Whitney Chatterjee co-heads the Firm’s Alternative Invest-















ment Management Group, co-heads the Firm’s Investment
Management practice and is a member of the Diversity and
Women’s Initiative Committees.
Catherine Clarkin is deputy managing partner of the Firm’s
Corporate and Capital Markets Group, co-heads the Firm’s
Blue Sky/FINRA Clearance practice and is a member of the
Women’s Initiative Committee.
Ann Fisher co-heads the Firm’s Sovereign Issuers practice
and is a member of the Diversity and Women’s Initiative
Committees.
Julia Jordan co-heads the Firm’s Labor and Employment
practice and is a member of the Women’s Initiative Committee.
Marion Leydier co-heads the Firm’s Insurance practice.
Kathleen McArthur co-heads the Firm’s Commodities,
Futures and Derivatives practice (Litigation) and is a member
of the Women’s Initiative Committee.
Sharon Nelles is a member of the Management and
Women’s Initiative Committees.
Laura Kabler Oswell co-heads the Firm’s Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act practice.
Sarah Payne is co-managing partner for the California
and Asia regions of the Firm’s Corporate and Capital Markets
Group, co-heads the Firm’s Technology, Finance and
Mergers & Acquisitions practice and is a member of the
Firm’s Women’s Initiative Committee.
Yvonne Quinn co-heads the Firm’s Antitrust practice and
is a member of the Women’s Initiative Committee.
Alison Ressler heads the Firm’s California practice, co-heads
the Private Equity practice and is a member of the Management,
Diversity and Women’s Initiative Committees.
Karen Seymour is a member of the Management, Diversity
and Women’s Initiative Committees.

SPO N SORSH IPS a n d C O M M U NITY
The Firm sponsors, and our attorneys participate in,
programs hosted by many professional organizations
dedicated to the advancement of women and girls, including:

 Dress for Success®
 HerJustice
 International Financial Law Review (IFLR) Women in

Recognitions:
Our lawyers are some of the best in their
fields and are consistently recognized
for their contributions to the industry.
Notable 2015 partner achievements include:
• Elizabeth Davy, Alexandra Korry, Sarah Payne,
Yvonne Quinn, Karen Seymour, Rebecca Simmons
—Best Lawyers in America “Best Lawyers” list
• Julia Jordan—elected co-head of the Litigation
Section of the Washington, D.C. Bar Association
for the 2015–2016 term.
• Diane McGimsey—Law 360 Rising Star: Banking
• Sharon Nelles—National Organization of Women–
New York City 2015 Women of Power & Influence
Award
• Sarah Payne—Daily Journal “Top 100 Lawyers”
and “Top 100 Women in Law”
• Alison Ressler —Best Lawyers in America
“Lawyer of the Year”; Daily Journal “Top 100
Lawyers” and “Top 100 Women in Law”
• Melissa Sawyer—American Lawyer Dealmaker
of the Week
• Karen Patton Seymour—National Law Journal
Trailblazer, White Collar Crime
• Gwen Wong—Law360 Rising Star: Capital Markets

Business Law Group

 Judges and Lawyers Breast Cancer Alert (JALBCA)
 Kate Stoneman Project (KSP)
 Legal Momentum
 National Association of Women Lawyers (NAWL)
 National Women’s Law Center
 New York Women’s Foundation (NYWF)
 Sanctuary for Families
 Women’s Bar Association of the District of Columbia
 The YWCA of the City of New York

For all of S&C’s
2015 WIC events,
please see page 15
© Cop yrigh t 2016 Sulliva n & Crom w e ll LLP
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2015 CALENDAR

s &c L AW Y E R N E T W O R K s
E V E N T sponsorship a n d H I G H L I G H T S

AS I A N A S S O C I ATES N ETWO R K
February 5: AAN held its annual dinner in celebration of the Lunar
New Year at Pig & Khao.

April 22: The LGBT Network held its annual spring event. In 2015, the
event was a wine tasting at City Winery.

February 23: The Firm sponsored the AALDEF Justice in Action
Awards.

April 29: The Firm sponsored the Gay/Straight Alliance of the New York
State Court System 5th Annual Dinner Dance.

February 25: The Firm sponsored the AABANY Annual Dinner.

April 30: Members of AAN, NOBLL, the LGBT Network and the Diversity
Committee celebrated S&C’s 2015 diversity and inclusion programming
and accomplishments at the annual Networks’ Spring Diversity Dinner.

March 6: The Firm sponsored the South Asian Bar Association of
Northern California’s 22nd Annual Gala in San Francisco.
April 30: Members of AAN, NOBLL, the LGBT Network and the

Diversity Committee celebrated S&C’s 2015 diversity and inclusion
programming and accomplishments at the annual Networks’ Spring
Diversity Dinner.
May 4: The Firm hosted a reception to celebrate Asian Pacific

Heritage Month.

June 9: AAN welcomed the 2015 summer associates at its annual

Meet & Greet.

June 10: The Firm sponsored the KALAGNY Annual Awards Gala.
June 10: The Firm sponsored AALDEF’s Annual Summer Cocktail Party.
July 7: AAN hosted its annual summer associate reception at Haru.
September 9: Members of AAN, NOBLL and the LGBT Network hosted
a Network Open House Reception for new associates, affording them the
opportunity to meet some of our network members in a casual setting.
September 11: S&C lawyers attended the HKGALA Reception with
the Consul General of Canada in Hong Kong and Macao.
September 30: The Firm sponsored SABANY’s Annual Leadership

Awards.

October 22, 26 and 29: The Firm sponsored NQAPIA’s Attorney

Networking Receptions in Washington, D.C., New York, and
San Francisco.

November 5: AAN hosted its annual new associates’ welcome dinner.

LG BT NE T WO R K
February 12: The Firm participated in the Out in the City Panel and
Reception in London.
February 25: The Firm participated in The Right Side of History:

Advocating for Global LGBT Rights in London.

March 2 and 19: The Firm sponsored the NYC Metro Area LGBT
LeGaL Career Fair and the LeGaL Foundation Annual Dinner.
April 2: The Firm sponsored The Center Dinner.
April 20 and 21: The Firm participated in the Out in Law and Out on the

Street U.S. LGBT Leadership Summits.
14

May 4: The Firm sponsored the Lambda Legal Liberty Awards Dinner.
June 1: The LGBT Network hosted its Pride Month Reception and
Meet and Greet for the summer associate class of 2014.
June 16: The Firm sponsored the ACLU and NYCLU LGBT & AIDS
Project Reception.
June 18: S&C lawyers attended the Stonewall Summer Party in London.
June 25: The Firm sponsored the Empire State Pride Agenda Equality@
Work Awards Luncheon.
July 14: The LGBT Network hosted its annual summer associate
reception at Toro.
August 5–7: The Firm sponsored the Lavender Law Conference and
Career Fair. An associate served as a workshop panelist and another was
honored as one of the “Best LGBT Lawyers Under Forty” at the luncheon.
September 9: Members of AAN, NOBLL and the LGBT Network hosted
a network open house reception for new associates, affording them the
opportunity to meet some of our network members in a casual setting.
September 11: S&C lawyers attended the HKGALA reception with
the Consul General of Canada in Hong Kong and Macao.
October 19: The Firm sponsored the SAGE Awards & Gala in New York.
October 22, 26 and 29: The Firm sponsored NQAPIA’s Attorney
Networking Receptions in Washington, D.C., New York, and
San Francisco.
November 5: S&C lawyers attended the Stonewall Awards in London.
November 11: The LGBT Network hosted its annual new associates’
welcome dinner at Craft.

NETWORK OF BL ACK & L ATINO L AW YE RS
February 25: The Firm hosted a reception to celebrate Black History
Month.
March 26: NOBLL held its annual spring event, which included a wine
tasting and reception at Chelsea Wine Vault.
April 26: The Firm participated in ABWA’s 21st Annual Ruth Whitehead
Whaley Scholarship Luncheon.

April 27: The Firm sponsored the SEO’s 12th Annual Awards Dinner.
April 30: Members of AAN, NOBLL, the LGBT Network and the Diversity
Committee celebrated S&C’s 2015 diversity and inclusion programming
and accomplishments at the annual Networks’ Spring Diversity Dinner.
May 15: The Firm participated in the MBBA’s 30th Anniversary Awards
Gala in New York.

April 18: The Firm participated in ABWA’s 21st Annual Ruth Whitehead
Whaley Scholarship Luncheon.
April 21: The Firm hosted the KSP Women’s Panel Discussion and
Reception for Mid-Level Associates in New York City, and S&C lawyers
attended the Women of the Los Angeles Chapter of the Association for
Corporate Growth Film, Cocktails and Conversation program.

June 2: The Firm hosted the PALS Spring Writing Workshop.

May 6: The Firm sponsored Legal Momentum’s “Aiming High”
Luncheon.

June 16: The Firm participated in LatinoJustice PRLDEF’s Annual
Latina Trailblazers Breakfast.

May 7: S&C lawyers attended the New York City Bar Association’s
“Evening with Justice Sotomayor.”

July 24: NOBLL hosted its annual summer associate reception at the
home of partner Tracy Richelle High.

May 12: The Firm participated in the Harvard Law School Center on the
Legal Profession’s First Annual Awards Dinner honoring “Women as
Lawyers and Leaders.”

September 9: Members of AAN, NOBLL and the LGBT Network
hosted a network open house reception for new associates. The event
afforded new associates the opportunity to meet some of our network
members in a casual setting.
October 5: The Firm hosted a reception to celebrate Hispanic Heritage
Month.
October 7: The Firm hosted the annual PALS Kick-Off Reception.
October 13: NOBLL hosted its annual new associates’ welcome dinner
at Hundred Acres.
November 4: The Firm sponsored the NAACP LDF annual National
Equal Justice Awards Dinner.
November 10: The Firm sponsored the LatinoJustice PRLDEF Annual
Awards Gala.

May 14: The Firm sponsored the NYWF “Celebrating Women” Breakfast.
May 18: S&C lawyers attended the New York City Bar Association
“Crisis Management in Action: Perspectives from Women General
Counsels” panel presentation.
June 11: The Firm sponsored the National Organization of Women–
New York City’s Women of Power & Influence Awards.
June 16: S&C lawyers attended the LatinoJustice PRLDEF Annual
Latina Trailblazers Breakfast in New York City, and S&C lawyers in
London attended a Tour of St. Paul Cathedral’s Embroidery Room.
June 29: The WIC hosted its annual dinner to welcome the women
summer associates in the New York office.
June 30: The WIC hosted a bowling and bocce event for all women
associates and summer associates in the Washington, D.C. office.

W OM E N ’ S I NI T I ATIVE CO MMITTEE

July 8: The Firm participated in the KSP 1L Panel and Reception.

January 30: The WIC hosted a quarterly reception for the women
associates in the New York office.

September 22: The WIC hosted its annual breakfast to welcome the
new women associates.

February 2: S&C lawyers attended the Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg
Distinguished Lecture on Women & the Law.

September 29: S&C lawyers attended the New York City Bar
Association Presentation of “True Grit and a Growth Mindset.”

February 10: The Firm hosted a Women in E-Discovery Panel.

October 12–November 9: The WIC hosted its annual clothing drive
to benefit Dress for Success®.

March 10: The Firm hosted a YWCA breakfast panel in celebration of
Women’s History Month.
March 11: Partner Yvonne Quinn hosted a 1L Reception at her home
for women students attending NYU and Columbia law schools.
March 18: S&C lawyers attended a program hosted by the Gender
Fairness Committee of the Supreme Court’s Civil Branch featuring
Shirley Adelson Siegel.

November 3: The WIC hosted the “S&C Celebrates Diversity”
Fast Forward Book Talk and Reception.
December 3: Partner Alexandra Korry hosted the WIC holiday
reception for all women lawyers in the New York office.
December 9: The Firm sponsored the Dress for Success®
“Women Helping Women Breakfast.”

April 16: The Firm sponsored the Dress for Success® Something to
Share Gala.
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S&C Celebrates Diversity Series

1

2
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3

5

1) Support staff Teona Aduashvili, Guillermo Roque, Anne Carey, Essie Assibu and Skylar Sasson;
2) S&C associates Abby Ludwig, Ana Gonzalez and Amanda Toy; 3) S&C associate Shai Silverman (left)
and Kim Azzarelli; 4) S&C Partner Camille Orme (right) and Kim Azzarelli; 5) S&C associate Bobby Fischbeck
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T

he S&C Celebrates Diversity Speaker Series invites diverse speakers of the
highest caliber to discuss their experiences, their accomplishments and
relevant current events with lawyers and staff.

In November, the Women’s Initiative Committee hosted in our New York office
Kim Azzarelli, founder of Seneca Women, co-founder and chair of Cornell Law
School’s Avon Global Center for Women and Justice, and co-author of Fast Forward:
How Women Can Achieve Power and Purpose. Ms. Azzarelli’s discussion focused on
her career and how her experiences strengthened her commitment to advocacy for
women and girls. She also discussed how her meeting and subsequent relationship
with Melanne Verveer, executive director of Georgetown University’s Institute for
Women, Peace and Security, and former U.S. Ambassador for Global Women’s Issues—
nominated by President Obama in 2009, Ms. Verveer was the first person named
to that position—led to the founding of Seneca Women and their co-authoring of
Fast Forward. The program concluded with a Q&A session, closing remarks by S&C
Partner and Women’s Initiative Committee co-chair Camille Orme and a reception.
One attendee remarked that what really resonated with her about the discussion were
the stories about women in the profession reaching out to each other to discuss ideas,
launch initiatives and actually create programs. She said, “it made me think of all the
incredible women I’ve met since I started law school, and especially since I joined
S&C. I’m constantly reminded that I have this tremendous resource of incredible
women who collectively possess this vast reservoir of knowledge that I’m lucky enough
to be able to tap into at any given moment.”
Lawyers and staff from S&C’s offices in Los Angeles, Palo Alto and Washington, D.C.
participated in the program via videoconference. Each attendee received a copy of
Ms. Azzarelli’s book following the event. 
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Advocacy for All—S&C’s Commitment to Pro Bono

F

or lawyers at Sullivan & Cromwell, time spent on pro bono cases continues to be an integral
part of the work performed for the Firm. The cases S&C takes on and wins result in positive
change on both an individual and a national scale, and associates who are staffed on these

cases are given opportunities to work in ways often reserved for more senior lawyers. In addition to
the professional development opportunities, pro bono cases are often significant to S&C lawyers on
a personal level. A litigation associate in New York states, “S&C is a good place to do pro bono

work because people are supportive of it. There are a lot of people and causes that need
representation. Whenever there’s a case, it’s important to people that it be done well.”

Examples of some of the Firm’s pro bono representations include:
Obtaining Final Approval of Settlement Agreement Providing Remedies to
Previously Removed Mentally Disabled Class Members
On September 25, The Honorable Dolly M. Gee of the U.S. District Court for the Central District of California
entered an order finally approving a settlement agreement providing additional relief to a separate class of
individuals who had previously been ordered removed in violation of the Rehabilitation Act. This settlement
agreement provides relief to class members who, due to the timing of their removal, were ordered removed
without receiving relief ultimately ordered by the Court. The Court’s landmark orders, collectively, are the
first of their kind to recognize the right to legal representation at the government’s expense in immigration
proceedings and they provide comprehensive unprecedented protections requiring the government to screen
and assess the competency of all detainees.

S&C lawyers collaborated with lawyers from Goldman Sachs and representatives from the National Law Center on Homelessness
& Poverty at a legal clinic for homeless families at the Briarwood Family Shelter in Jamaica, Queens. After a know-your-rights
presentation led by the National Law Center on Homelessness & Poverty, lawyers provided information and advice to homeless families
on children’s educational rights under the McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act and other federal laws. Discussions focused on
school transportation, disabilities and school enrollment, and placement issues.
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—continued
The settlement agreement resolves the claims of class members who were ordered removed after the Court’s
order certifying the class, but before the effective date of the Court’s Implementation Plan Order, and allows
those class members to obtain the promise of the Court’s historic protections. The government had long taken
the position that there should be no relief for such individuals, while the plaintiffs’ counsel, led by S&C, had
advocated for a remedy that would give such class members an opportunity to reopen their immigration cases
and obtain the protections required by law. After extensive litigation before the Court and the court-appointed
Special Master (Honorable Howard Matz (ret.)), the settlement agreement is a significant victory for the class.
It provides unprecedented relief by requiring the government to join in motions to reopen immigration cases
brought by certain eligible class members, gives class members 18 months to bring claims to reopen their cases,
limits the grounds under which the government can oppose motions to reopen, and requires the government to
pay for the travel expenses of eligible class members who have previously been removed.
The case is Franco-Gonzalez et al. v. Holder et al., in which S&C represents pro bono a class of mentally ill
immigration detainees in immigration proceedings. S&C’s co-counsel are Public Counsel, ACLU of Southern
California, ACLU Immigrants’ Rights Project, ACLU of San Diego and Imperial Counties, Mental Health
Advocacy Services and Northwest Immigrant Rights Project.

Defending Same-Sex Couples Regarding
Department of Health and Human Services Policies
S&C, along with the American Civil Liberties Union, represents three same-sex couples challenging (i) an
administrative policy that categorically prohibits them, on the basis of their sexual orientation, from serving as
foster and adoptive parents to children in state custody, and (ii) the Department of Health and Human Services’
(HHS) informal practice of making exceptions to that policy but requiring additional levels of approval for
placements with gay and lesbian applicants than for placements with similarly situated heterosexual applicants.
On August 5, the Honorable John A. Colborn of the District Court of Lancaster County, Nebraska, granted
the plaintiffs’ motion for summary judgment in its entirety, holding that HHS’s policy and practice are
unconstitutional, and entered judgment for S&C’s clients. The court directed the defendants to rescind the
policy, enjoined HHS from applying a categorical bar to gay and lesbian applicants seeking to foster or adopt a
state ward, and ordered that HHS follow the same review procedures to evaluate such applicants as it uses for
similarly situated heterosexual applicants.
The defendants have moved for reconsideration of the court’s order, and oral argument is scheduled for early
September.

Ongoing Representations
S&C lawyers also continue to partner with the Transgender Legal Defense and Education Fund on their
Name Change Project, to represent asylum seekers referred by Immigration Equality and Human Rights First,
to advise survivors of domestic violence in conjunction with the organizations Her Justice and Sanctuary for
Families, and have recently participated in legal clinics with the Brooklyn Defenders Services assisting
Haitian Nationals who entered the U.S. before the 2010 earthquake with renewing their Temporary Protected
Status. Summer associates also participate in Sanctuary for Families’ Courtroom Advocates project. 
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Our Commitment is a Firmwide Initiative

S

ullivan & Cromwell celebrates the diversity of backgrounds, cultures and experiences of its people in the Firm’s
12 offices around the world. While the majority of the Firm’s diversity and inclusion programs and events
originate in the Firm’s headquarters in New York City, the Firm continuously seeks to enhance the programming
available to our other offices.
All of the Firm’s offices and practice groups are represented on the Diversity Committee, and insight and feedback from
these members contribute to the development of our global strategy for our initiatives. Lawyers and staff are invited to
participate via videoconference in all programs featuring outside speakers and panel discussions. These programs are
recorded and copies are immediately sent to those offices where the time difference prevented them from participating.

The Firm also sponsors regional activities that promote diversity and inclusion, both internally, as well as in the
communities our branch offices serve. For example, the London office co-hosted with Bank of America Merrill Lynch’s
EMEA Legal Diversity & Inclusion Committee, a panel and reception for participants from Aspiring Solicitors at
Bank of America’s offices in London. Aspiring Solicitors is an organization that works to increase diversity in the legal
profession by providing free access, opportunity and assistance to future solicitors, with a focus on individuals from
backgrounds that are underrepresented in the profession. S&C partners Vanessa Blackmore and Craig Jones were
among the panelists who discussed their backgrounds, career paths and the skills needed to become successful.
The London office also participates in the Lawyers in Schools program sponsored by the Citizenship Foundation.
The program fosters partnership between law firms and in-house legal teams in London wherein volunteer lawyers
visit local state schools—predominantly in economically disadvantaged areas—to facilitate a series of sessions
covering aspects of the law relevant to students aged 12 to 14 years old. The goal is to engage the students in interactive
discussions about legal issues, and to provide them with a better understanding of the law and how it relates to their
daily lives. Participation in the program was initiated by partners Vanessa Blackmore and Rob Schlein, and S&C
lawyers have served as facilitators.
Lawyers in the Firm’s Washington, D.C. office also regularly participate in diversity-related activities. In the spring,
the Young Lawyers Division of the Washington Bar Association hosted a program at the Firm entitled “Broadening
Your Legal Exposure.”
Approximately fifty guests attended the event where the
panel addressed topics including networking, writing for
publications, securing speaking engagements and joining
industry-related organizations. In addition, events for
women lawyers and summer associates are held each
summer, and lawyers in the Washington, D.C. office
routinely attend programs hosted by the Women’s Bar
Association and Hispanic Bar Association of the District of
Columbia. The Firm also regularly sponsors the OutServeServicemembers Legal Defense Network National Dinner.
Among other events, lawyers in the Hong Kong office
attended the HKGALA Reception with the Consul General
of Canada in Hong Kong and Macao. Lawyers in the
Los Angeles office attended the Women of the Los Angeles
Chapter of the Association for Corporate Growth Film,
Cocktails and Conversation event.
Robert Chu, partner in S&C’s Melbourne office, and head of
the Firm’s Australia practice, joins associates Joyce Kwok and
Kevin Toh at AAN’s New Associate Welcome Dinner.
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Inte r nat io na l O ffic e Rotations
Associates who have expressed interest in working abroad may be offered the
opportunity to participate in a minimum two-year rotation to one of S&C’s international
offices. These rotations balance the needs of the regional offices with the associates’
desire to enhance the depth and breadth of their legal skills and contribute to
the Firm’s global initiatives. Added benefits of these rotations are the intra-office
relationships that develop among our lawyers.
For more information about Sullivan & Cromwell’s offices and international practices,
see www.sullcrom.com/offices .

V isi t i n g Lawy ers Program
Founded in 1949, Sullivan & Cromwell’s Visiting Lawyers Program provides practical training in the
United States to visiting lawyers who plan to return to their home countries to practice law.
With more than 330 alumni in 48 countries,
the hallmark of the Firm’s Visiting Lawyers
Program has been the substantive nature of the
experience provided. The visiting lawyers learn
by active involvement in transactions.
The Firm believes that it is difficult to provide
meaningful exposure to the U.S. practice
in a short time. Accordingly, the program
begins in the fall of each year and participants
generally are at the Firm for a term of seven to
eight months. 

S&C’s 2015-16 Visiting Lawyers (left to right, from top):
Alix Boberg, New Zealand (Meredith Connell); Mecaila Chapman,
Australia (Johnson Winter & Slattery); Virginia Cueva, Argentina
(Mitrani Caballero); Vanessa Dèglise, Switzerland (Bar & Karrer);
Luiz Mascaro, Brazil (Machado Meyer); Takehiko Oguma, Japan
(Nippon); Joaquín Perez Alati Brea, Argentina (Perez Alati);
Gabriel Robles Beistegui, Mexico (Ritch Mueller); and
Hiroki Yamada, Japan (Nishimura & Asahi).
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Recruiting the Best Talent

H

aving a diverse workforce requires hiring people of all backgrounds. In order to attract the most
diverse group of talented lawyers, S&C recruits at more than 30 law schools and job fairs. The
Firm also works with affinity student groups and bar associations to sponsor panel discussions,
conferences and networking events. By placing an emphasis on substantive programming, the Firm and its
lawyers provide a valuable resource to students by helping them better understand the realities of practicing
law and the steps they need to take to best position themselves to have successful careers.

Our associate affinity networks play a key role in recruiting at S&C. Each year, the chairs of each of the
networks—AAN, LGBT Network and NOBLL—correspond with the affinity groups at all the law schools
where we recruit on campus. A member of each network is then assigned as a liaison to each affinity group
at each of these schools. They get to know the affinity group leadership, and make recommendations to the
Firm’s Diversity Management and Recruiting departments regarding which events and programs to sponsor.
These interactions not only keep the Firm connected to law students throughout the year but also encourage
the development of informal mentoring relationships that can be crucial to students as they assess where
to begin their legal careers. In addition, students are better positioned to get a sense of what S&C is about
and what business imperatives—of which diversity is one—drive the Firm on a daily basis. This increased
involvement is key to the Firm’s successful recruitment of diverse candidates.
Below is a list of some of the panel discussions, conferences and networking events the Firm sponsored this
past recruiting season:

Recruiting Events in 2015 included:
 Berkeley Diversity Placement Night
 Columbia Asian Pacific American Law Students
Resume Workshop

 Columbia Black Law Students Association International
and White Collar Work Panel

 Columbia Latino/a Law Students Association Annual
Awards Banquet

 Columbia Law Women’s Association Women in Firms
Panel and Mentoring Program

 Cornell Asian Pacific American Law Students
Association Annual Conference

 Cornell Women’s Law Coalition Panel
 Harvard Asian Pacific American Law Students
Association Annual Conference

 Harvard Asian Pacific American Law Students
Association Study Tips Panel

 Harvard Black Law Students Association Job Fairs
and Diversity Reception

 Harvard Black Law Students Association Spring
Conference

 Harvard Lambda Legal Advocacy Conference and Panel
 Harvard South Asian Law Students Association Panel
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 Harvard Women’s Law Association Mentorship Program
 Lavender Law Conference and Career Fair
 LGBT Association of Greater New York Career Fair
 Los Angeles Legal Recruitment Association Diversity
Networking Event and Reception

 NYU Black Allied Law Students Association
Sponsorship

 NYU Law Early Interview Week Diversity Reception
presented by the Latino Law Students Association

 NYU Law Women Professional Mentorship Program
and 1L Reception

 Penn Asian Pacific American Law Students Association
Conference

 Penn Black Law Students Association 1L Dinner
 Penn Lambda Law Annual Symposium
 Stanford Black Law Students Association Annual
Conference

 UCLA Annual Diversity Reception
 Women of Stanford Law Panel on the European
Debt Crisis

 Yale OutLaws Alumni Banquet and Firm Panel

S U M M E R P RO G R A M
The Firm’s summer associate program is an integral part of the
recruiting process. Composed mainly of rising second-year law
students, the program is designed to expose summer associates to
a variety of different practice areas, matters, transaction types and
senior lawyers. Summer associates receive a thorough introduction to
the Firm’s culture and values, including diversity training, practical
advice about working at S&C, courses that add to their knowledge of
basic research and writing skills, and comprehensive mentoring and
feedback. In addition, U.S.-based summer associates are afforded
the opportunity to request placement in one of the Firm’s offices
outside the United States for four to six weeks, or they may elect to
split their summer between two of S&C’s U.S. offices, subject to space
and staffing needs. In 2015, eight summer associates spent time in
one of our non-U.S. offices, and six summer associates split their
time between two U.S. offices. Summer associates are also given the
opportunity to participate in public interest externships. Finally,
each summer, S&C organizes a variety of social events, including
parties at lawyers’ homes, Broadway shows, sporting events and
affinity network receptions. 
Associates and summer associates attend a taping of The Daily Show.

2
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1) S&C partner Inosi Nyatta with SEO interns at their farewell event; 2) Special Counsel Wendy Goldberg, summer
associates Sasha Zheng, Ashlyann Harrison, Teal Patterson, and associate Polina Demina; 3) summer associates
volunteer at the Free Arts NYC Pop-Up Arts Festival; and 4) SEO intern Lauren Hobby and S&C partner Rebecca
Simmons chatting at the Firm reception.
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Pipeline & Outreach

T

he Firm has a deep commitment to increasing the number of diverse attorneys in
the larger legal community. We demonstrate this commitment by supporting and
participating in internship, mentoring and development programs for high school,
college and law school students of color, and lawyers of color, including:
Legal Outreach and New Jersey Law & Education Empowerment Project (NJ LEEP)
At the high school level, we partner with Legal Outreach and NJ LEEP. These organizations
prepare urban youth from underserved communities to compete at high academic levels by
providing intensive legal and educational skill-building programs. In addition to financially
sponsoring these programs, each summer the Firm hosts four students from each program
for one week, during which time they are exposed to our lawyers and practice areas through
various presentations and activities, including a mock trial.

Sponsors for Educational Opportunity (SEO)
At the college level, we are a longstanding partner with SEO, a nonprofit organization that
provides mentoring programs for minority high school students and continues to support
their development throughout college and over the participants’ careers. S&C has financially
supported SEO and employed outstanding college graduates as part of SEO’s Corporate
Law Program for over two decades. Students intern at the Firm during the summer between
graduation from college and commencement of law school. The Firm also hires former SEO
interns as summer and regular associates. Since 1993, the Firm has employed seventy-six
SEO interns, twelve percent of whom joined the Firm as regular associates following their
law school graduation. Diversity Committee and Women’s Initiative Committee Co-Chair
Tracy Richelle High is a former SEO intern.
Above, S&C’s
SEO interns, 2015:
Audrey L. Adu-Appiah,
Lauren M. Hobby,
Nadia K. Raynes
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Practicing Attorneys for Law Students Program, Inc. (PALS)
The Firm is a longtime supporter of PALS, an organization that provides networking
opportunities and mentoring and development programs to minority law students
and junior lawyers. In addition to our financial support, for nearly 20 years we have hosted
the program’s Fall Kick-Off Reception, which attracts approximately 200 minority law
students and attorneys from the tri-state New York City area. S&C also hosts a writing
workshop each spring for PALS members, and S&C lawyers serve as PALS mentors.

Leadership Council on Legal Diversity (LCLD)
The Firm is a member of LCLD, an organization of more than 200 corporate chief legal officers and law
firm managing partners dedicated to creating a diverse legal profession. LCLD has four strategic goals:
talent development, partnership candidacy, pipeline development and metrics. One of its signature
programs is the Fellows Program. This year-long professional development program identifies highpotential lawyers from diverse backgrounds and supplements their law firm skills with a learning program
consisting of in-person conferences, peer group projects and extensive contact with LCLD’s top leadership.
The goal is to produce a generation of lawyers with strong leadership and relationship skills who are
committed to fostering diversity within their individual institutions and the profession at large. One of our

S&C’s LCLD Fellows
2011: Tracy Richelle High; 2012: Inosi Nyatta; 2013: Krishna Veeraraghavan; 2014: Davis Wang; 2015: Werner F. Ahlers; 2016: Kathleen S. McArthur

diverse partners has served as an LCLD Fellow since the program’s inception in 2011. In addition, S&C
lawyers participate in LCLD’s Individual Mentoring Program, which pairs volunteer mentor attorneys
with diverse 1L students at law schools in 25 cities around the United States.

Association of the Bar of the City of New York
S&C is an original signatory of the Association of the Bar of the City of New York’s “Statement of Goals
of New York Law Firms and Corporate Legal Departments for Increasing Minority Representation
and Retention” and “Restatement and Reaffirmation of Goals for the Hiring, Retention and Promotion of
Attorneys of Color and the Retention and Promotion of Women.” Continuing this tradition, the Firm is a
longstanding sponsor of the Office for Diversity and Inclusion. In addition, an S&C associate routinely serves
on the New York City Bar Committee on Minorities in the Profession, and the Firm supports numerous events
hosted by the New York City Bar Association’s Committee on Women in the Profession, including the annual
Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg Lecture on Women and the Law, and General Counsel panels. For the past two
years, the Firm has also hosted writing workshops as part of the New York City Bar Association Diversity
Pipeline Committee’s “Launching Your Career” series. The series provides college pre-law students through
second-year law students with the opportunity to attend professional development programs specifically
tailored to women and diverse men at various New York City law firms during the summer. An S&C alumna
leads the workshop, and several S&C associates facilitate breakout group discussions. 
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Maintaining a Standing Diversity Committee
that Reflects Our Firm’s People
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David H. Braff, Co-Chair

Kate L. Doniger

Partner, Litigation
New York

Associate, Litigation
New York

Tracy Richelle High, Co-Chair

Charles T. Dowling

Partner, Litigation
New York

Partner, Estates & Personal
New York

Nikolaos G. Andronikos

Michael T. Escue

Partner, General Practice
London

Partner, General Practice
New York

Francis J. Aquila

Ann Bailen Fisher

Partner, General Practice
New York

Partner, General Practice
New York

Matthew J. Brennan

Suhana S. Han

Special Counsel, General Practice
New York

Partner, Litigation
New York

Whitney A. Chatterjee

David B. Harms

Partner, General Practice
New York

Partner, General Practice
New York

Robert Chu

Veronica W. Ip

Partner, General Practice
Melbourne

Associate, Litigation
New York

Audra D. Cohen

Rudy Kleysteuber

Partner, General Practice
New York

Special Counsel, Litigation
New York

H. Rodgin Cohen

Alexandra D. Korry

Partner, General Practice
New York

Partner, General Practice
New York

Kristin B. Lee

Victor T.P. Siek

Associate, General Practice
New York

Associate, General Practice
London

Christopher L. Mann

Adam G. Smith

Partner, General Practice
New York

Associate, General Practice
London

Scott D. Miller

William J. Snipes

Partner, General Practice
New York

Partner, Litigation
New York

Babasijibomi A. Moore

Adam A. Sofen

Associate, Litigation
Washington, D.C.

Associate, General Practice
New York

Sharon L. Nelles

Pavan C. Surapaneni

Partner, Litigation
New York

Associate, General Practice
New York

Inosi M. Nyatta

Donald J. Toumey

Partner, General Practice
New York

Partner, General Practice
New York

Keith A. Pagnani

Krishna Veeraraghavan

Partner, General Practice
New York

Partner, General Practice
New York

Alison S. Ressler

Davis J. Wang

Partner, General Practice
Los Angeles

Partner, Tax
New York

William E. Schroeder

Chun Wei

Special Counsel, Litigation
New York

Partner, General Practice
Hong Kong

Karen Patton Seymour

Frederick Wertheim

Partner, Litigation
New York

Partner, General Practice
New York
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Contact Information:
David H. Braff

Tracy Richelle High

Co-Chair, Diversity Committee

Co-Chair, Diversity Committee

braffd@sullcrom.com

h ig h t@ s u llc r o m . c o m

Kelly J. Smith
Manager—Diversity Programs
s m i th k j@ s u llc r o m . c o m

For additional information on Sullivan & Cromwell’s diversity and inclusion initiatives,
please visit: www.su llc ro m . c o m / d i v e r s i t y - a n d - i n c l u s i o n
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